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ABSTRACT

Similar to other psalms in Book IV of the Psalter (Pss 90-106), Psalm 92 responds to the events of the exile. In a psalm that contains elements of a hymn and a thanksgiving psalm as well as elements associated with the wisdom tradition, the psalmist confesses that the world remains well-ordered under Yahweh’s rule despite recent events that might suggest otherwise. The very structure of the psalm itself implies a certain sense of orderliness and this sense of orderliness is addressed more explicitly by invoking particular themes (i.e., creation) and employing certain conceptual metaphors.
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A INTRODUCTION

With the fall of the Judean monarchy and the decimation of Jerusalem, the central tenets of Zion theology strained under the weight of historical and social realities. The official Jerusalemite theology of king and temple which had crafted a worldview that signalled security and prosperity, now seemed vacuous in the wake of the Babylonian onslaught. The world, once thought predictable and ordered, now seemed anything but that.

Much of the literature produced during and after the exile sought to make sense of the inexplicable, and in many ways, to answer the questions that no doubt plagued the community. ¹ This is no less true with Israel’s cultic literature. As many have argued, Book IV of the Psalter appears to function as a response to the loss of the Davidic monarchy, as rehearsed in Ps 89. This paper gives attention to one of the responses articulated in Book IV (Ps 92). The chief question that lingers beneath the surface of this particular psalm is not “Does Yahweh rule,” but “Is the world in which humans live and over which God rules rightly ordered?” ² This study contends that Ps 92 is a hymnic confession on the

¹ On the literature associated with the exile, see Rainer Albertz, Israel in Exile: The History and Literature of the Sixth Century B.C.E. (SBLStBL 3; trans. David Green; Atlanta, GA: Society of Biblical Literature, 2003).

² John Calvin echoes this understanding of the psalm, explaining “that the great object of the psalmist is to allay that disquietude of mind which we are apt to feel under the disorder which reigne apparently in the affairs of this world” (Commentary on the
orderliness of the world under God’s divine rule. Admittedly, the discord and disorder associated with the exile suggested that the world was anything but well ordered, yet the psalmist pushed back against any such conclusions, opting instead to put trust in a divinely ordered world.

Psalm 92, in its totality, conveys the sense of an ordered world. To support this claim, the genre and structure of the psalm will be considered first, followed by a consideration of the creation themes present in the first half of the psalm. The conceptual metaphors employed in vv. 8 and 13-15 lend additional support to the psalm’s claim. The implications of the formal theological claims in the psalm (i.e., claims about Yahweh) will be considered last as they serve to frame the psalm, both literally and figuratively.

B GENRE AND STRUCTURE

Form-critically, Gunkel contended that Psalm 92 was an individual thanksgiving psalm that also included elements associated with the wisdom tradition. More recently, Hossfeld and Zenger have expanded Gunkel’s initial assessment by suggesting that the psalm incorporates elements of the hymn as well as those of a thanksgiving psalm and “the Wisdom didactic poem.” Similar to Hossfeld and Zenger, Claudia Sticher argues for the presence of all three elements in the psalm and attempts a diachronic reconstruction of the psalm’s formation. According to Sticher, the individual psalm of thanksgiving is raised to the form of a wisdom


doctrine in general and finally, crafted into its hymnic form. In its present form, wisdom elements notwithstanding, there is an “overall hymnic tendency” in the psalm.

This “hymnic tendency” of the psalm is made explicit in the opening line (v. 2a) with the verb יִדַּע. Some English translations (NRSV; NIV) render the verb “give thanks,” but the verb can also mean “confess,” as in “profess,” and frequently carries that connotation in those psalms that rehearse Yahweh’s great acts of deliverance (e.g., 105:1; 106:1). The latter meaning is clearly in view in the LXX, with יִדַּע rendered as εξομολογεω, “to confess.” This rendering of the term aligns better with vv. 2b and 3a. In those two lines, the psalmist “sings praises” (v. 2b) and declares God’s steadfast love (v. 3a). In other words, the psalmist confesses or professes something about Yahweh. Understood this way, the psalm might best be understood as a “hymnic confession with a didactic aspect,” as Goldingay has opined, but even then, the elements must be understood in that order.

Although terms and ideas traditionally labelled as “wisdom” appear in the psalm, they are used in service to the psalm’s larger hymnic tendency, and this proves suggestive for determining the theological trajectory of the psalm itself. Göran Eidevall has contended that whereas sapiential instruction focuses on processes of development and personal growth, hymns and thanksgiving psalms “tend to be more concerned with security and stability.” Although the more sapiential portions of Ps 92 could be construed as focused on “development and personal growth,” to use Eidevall’s terms, they actually serve to reinforce the

---

6 Ibid., 256. Hossfeld and Zenger resist a similar diachronic assessment, preferring instead to “maintain the three perspectives in their tension filled layering upon one another” (Psalms 2, 436).
7 Hossfeld, and Zenger, Psalms 2, 436.
8 Hossfeld and Zenger contend that the phrase הָדוּ לַיהוָה likely served in “post-exilic theology as a kind of short formula for liturgy as a response to God’s saving acts” (Psalms 2, 435). Cf. 1 Chr 16:8.
10 John Goldingay, Psalms 90-150 (BCOTWP; Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2008), 53.
11 “Metaphorical Landscapes in the Psalter,” in Metaphors in the Psalms (ed. Pierre van Hecke and Antje Labahn; BETL 231; Leuven: Peeters, 2010), 19. In his analysis of “learned psalmography,” Sigmund Mowinckel noted the presence of wisdom elements in thanksgiving psalms/hymns, and like Eidevall, suggested that such psalms may be designed to address issues of suffering (The Psalms in Israel’s Worship [Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1962], 2:105-106). Although Ps 92 does not appear to be addressing suffering in a manner similar to Ps 73, it does appear to be addressing existential concerns.
psalmist’s larger claim concerning “stability” and the orderliness of the world under divine rule.

Beyond the genre of the psalm itself, even the structure of the psalm points towards a similar emphasis on order. Marvin Tate, followed by many subsequent interpreters, have pointed to the chiastic pattern in the psalm, an arrangement first posited by Richard M. Davidson:  

\[ 
\begin{align*} 
A & \text{ vv. 1-4} \\
B & \text{ vv. 5-7} \\
C & \text{ v. 8} \\
D & \text{ v. 9} \\
C' & \text{ v. 10} \\
B' & \text{ vv. 11-12} \\
A' & \text{ vv. 13-16} 
\end{align*} 
\]

Verse 9 stands at the centre of the psalm with two triplets (i.e., tri-colons; vv. 8, 10) flanking the central verse. The rejoicing and celebration in vv. 5-7 (B) appears once more in vv. 11-12 (B'). Tate contends that “the future of the righteous in vv. 13-16 (A') complements the testimony of praise in vv. 1-4 (A).” While Davidson and Tate are no doubt correct that v. 9 stands at the centre of the psalm (see below), the remaining features of the concentric pattern seem forced, particularly A and A’, but to a lesser degree also B and B’, thus calling into question the chiastic pattern identified by Davidson. Hossfeld and Zenger do not abandon the chiastic features of the psalm entirely, opting instead for two embedded concentric patterns. Vv. 2 and 4 serve to create a small chiastic arrangement with v. 3 standing at the centre, and in the hymn’s main section (vv. 5-12), their proposed arrangement largely follows Davidson’s arrangement above for BCDC’B’. They suggest that vv. 13-16 function as a wisdom conclusion, with possible allusions to the introduction (e.g., וָאֵל, vv. 2, 16). In

---


14 *Psalms 51-100*, 464.

15 Hossfeld and Zenger, *Psalms* 2, 436. Interestingly, both Kraus, and earlier, Gunkel, simply divided psalm into two sections: the hymnic introduction (vv. 2-4) and the body of the poem (vv. 5-16). Unlike more recent interpreters, neither observed any chiastic
both instances, the proposed chiastic patterns seem forced with little explanatory power, beyond the recognition of v. 9 and its placement in the psalm.

Rather than focusing on possible chiastic structures associated with the psalm, there are other quantitative structural aspects that are worth noting. There are fifteen couplets/triplets present in Ps 92, with 31 lines. At the centre of the psalm stands v. 9, which appears as a single line (i.e., mono-colon). Thus, the structure of the psalm could be construed as:

vv. 2-8    7 couplets/triplets, 15 lines
v. 9           → mono-colon, 1 line
vv. 10-16    7 couplets/triplets, 15 lines

The affirmation in v. 9, “But you are the Exalted One, O LORD,” functions as the semantic, rhetorical and structural centre of the psalm, with a triplet (tri-colon) appearing on either side to reinforce the centrality of the verse and its claims.

This organizational structure of the psalm is further verified at the word level. In vv. 2-8, there are 52 words in total, a total that is matched in vv. 10-16. As Bazak and others have suggested, the number 52 is 2 x 26, with the latter number symbolically representing the divine name. What is more, the divine name appears repeatedly throughout the psalm, 7 times to be exact (vv. 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 16), with the middle occurrence of the divine name in verse 9.

Thus, from beginning to end, Ps 92 reflects a careful work that demonstrates considerable structure and order. The seven couplets and the heptad of the divine name likely allude to images of creation, making the psalm...
an appropriate selection for Sabbath usage (v. 1). At the centre of the psalm stands the central confession concerning Yahweh, the one who brings all things to order and holds them to the same.

C CREATION IMAGERY INVOKED

Beyond the orderliness of the psalm’s structure, the opening lines of the psalm repeatedly invoke language and imagery associated with Israel larger creation tradition. The psalm begins, “It is good to profess Yahweh.” A variant form of this line appears later in the Psalter in Pss 106:1; 107:1; 118:1; 136:1: “Give thanks to Yahweh because he is good.” Frequently these texts are referenced in conjunction with Ps 92 due to the operative verb (יָדַע) in each and the presence of טוב. Yet upon closer analysis, the two lines make different claims. In Pss 106; 107; 118 and 136, the word טוב appears in a subordinate null copula (i.e., verbless) clause with a null subject following the imperative + adjunct, but because the clause is subordinate, the subject is easy to infer (i.e., Yahweh). In those instances, טוב does little to recall Gen 1. In Ps 92:2, however, טוב also appears in a null copula clause modified by the infinitive + adjunct לְהֹדוֹת לַיהוָה. In this instance, however, the subject of the null copula clause is an expletive subject (i.e., “it”), thus should be rendered “it is good.”

The null copula phrase “it is good ( טוב)” on its own, however, is not sufficient evidence that creation imagery is at work in Ps 92; it is only suggestive. The additional language in the subsequent verses, however, appears to confirm that creation imagery plays an important role in the psalm. In v. 5b, the psalmist

20 Erhard Gerstenberger, Psalms, Part 2 and Lamentations (FOTL XV; Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 169. Gerstenberger observes the phrase טוב לְהֹדוֹת לַיהוָה in Ps 92 “mirrors the well-known liturgical shout” in the subsequent psalms. For similar views, see also, Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 435; Goldingay, Psalms 90-150, 54.


22 Beat Weber, Werkbuch Psalmen II. Die Psalmen 73 bis 150 (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2003), 129.

23 The language of morning and night in v. 3 is suggestive. The reference to בֹּקֶר in v. 3a and לֵילוֹת in v. 3b has generated considerable discussion, particularly given the disagreement in number, i.e., בֹּקֶר is singular whereas לֵילוֹת is plural (the LXX resolves the matter by inserting the singular noun νύκτα in place of the plural). The simplest reading is to understand the phrase as a merism, regardless of the differentiation in number. Similar to the righteous person in Ps 1 who meditates upon torah day and night, the psalmist in this text intends to praise God morning and night, i.e., continually. Yet with the mention of morning and night(s), allusions to Gen 1 appear readily evident. Although the repeated refrain in Genesis 1, “it was evening and it was morning day X”
refers to the צָעַד, “works of your hands.” Elsewhere in the Psalter, the “works of the hands” of God refer to creation more generally. In Ps 8:6, for example, humans are given dominion (משלי) over the צָעַד, “works of your hands,” over all of creation (vv. 8-9). Later in Book IV, the psalmist confesses,

In earlier times you established the earth,  
the heavens are the works of your hands. (Ps 102:26).

And in Ps 19, another psalm with didactic intentions, the צָעַד are mentioned in reference to the firmament (v. 2; עָרֶב). The focus on creation continues in v. 6a with the declaration

How great are your works, O LORD,  
[How] very deep are your designs.  
In verse 6a, the psalmist employs the stative verb עָרֶב. Although English translations render the line as though it were a null copula (verbless) clause, the presence of a stative verb is suggestive. Generally speaking, null copula clauses describe the status or state of something whereas verbal clauses are meant to represent an event. “The former is rigid, a non-activity; the latter an activity, a movement, a happening, a deed.” Waltke and O’Connor explain further that

English and most other European languages cannot formally distinguish the relevant notions because for both notions they must employ the verb “to be” (or the like) and allow contextual considerations to indicate whether “be” is a “dummy” verb with a predicate adjective or a true verb. Speakers of English language can appreciate the difference between the notions of state and event by juxtaposing “he is alive” with “he lives.”

The distinction is worth noting in v. 6a. The psalmist is doing more than making a declaration that God’s creative act was “great” and he is certainly doing more than offering an assessment or generalization, i.e. “creation is great.” Rather the psalmist is confessing to the on-going greatness of God’s creative work, disruptive events notwithstanding.

Line b in v. 6 extends this reading of 6a, further extolling God’s work in creation. Some English translations render v. 6b as “your thoughts are very deep” (NRSV) or “how profound are your thoughts” (NIV). To do so, however, strains the connection between line a and line b. The language in line b is better understood as referring to the created order, or better yet, the ordered creation.

employs the word עֶרֶב and not לַיְלָה, references to לַיְלָה do appear later in Gen 1:5, 14, 16, 18 signalling it as part of the fixed order of creation.
26 Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 434.
The operative noun in the line, לְמַחְשְׁבֹתֶיךָ, is frequently rendered as “thoughts,” but it can mean “plan, design.” Thus, the psalmist is not lauding the thoughts of God as much as he is God’s design for creation. This line of reasoning is reinforced with another stative verb, עָמַק, “to be deep.” Typically, interpreters have assumed the verb refers to the profundity of God’s thought. Yet elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, the verb often has a strong spatial orientation. For example, Isa 7:11 reads, “Ask a sign of Yahweh your God; let it be as deep as Sheol or high as the heavens.” Other such instances capture a similar spatial sense (cf. Isa 30:33; Jer 49:8, 30; Hos 9:9). Clearer still is the adjectival form of the root, which refers to the depths of something (cf. Lev 13:3; Job 11:8). Thus, in verse 6b, the psalmist is not celebrating the deep thoughts of God but instead declaring that God’s plans, God’s design for creation, are deeply embedded in the created order. Similar to 6a, the psalmist is confessing to the on-going design of God’s creation, disruptive events notwithstanding.

The opening verses of Ps 92 invoke images of creation, as suggested above. Through subtle allusions (i.e., טוב) and more explicit references to God’s creative work (i.e., מעְשֵׂי יָדֶיךָ), the psalmist recalls the language and imagery of creation. And in so doing, the psalmist confesses that the world remains well ordered, operating according to the deep designs of its Creator.

D  CONCEPTUAL METAPHORS

The theme of an ordered world is reinforced in vv. 8 and 13-15 with the aid of conceptual metaphors. Metaphors necessarily require two conceptual domains with the content from one domain (i.e., the source domain) being mapped onto a second (i.e., the target domain). In Ps 92, the source domains are plants; each domain represents a coherent cluster of knowledge derived from embodied experience, as will be considered below.27 These source domains are mapped onto the same target domain, “people,” thus yielding the following conceptual metaphor: PEOPLE ARE PLANTS. By employing this conceptual metaphor, the psalmist contrasts the fate of the wicked from that of the righteous, thereby confirming the orderliness of the world.

1  Plants

In the Hebrew Bible, vegetation metaphors are plentiful.28 At times, metaphors such as grass are used more generally to make an anthropological statement concerning the transience of human existence, as reflected in Isa 40:6b

---

All people are grass (חָצִּיר);
and their goodness is like the flower of the field.

Grass served as an apt metaphor (source domain) for humans and the human condition because grass “was above all perishable, prone to dry up and wither away.” Similar sentiments about the human condition are found in the Psalter as well. For example, in Ps 103, the psalmist observes

As for humans, their days are like grass (חָצִּיר)
like the flower of the field, they flourish (צָוַץ).
When the wind passes over it, it disappears,
and one can no longer recognize its place. (vv. 15-16)

Similar terms appear in Ps 90:5-6: humans are חָצִּיר that flourish (צָוַץ). In these instances, the association of human life with vegetation, especially grass, remains relatively value-neutral and all-encompassing in scope: “All people are grass” (Isa 40:6b). In these instances, to be grass is neither good nor bad; it is to be human, and to be human implies a certain sense of ephemerality. Thus, a subset of PEOPLE ARE PLANTS is PEOPLE ARE GRASS.

At other times, however, the source domains are mapped on to various targets with the intent of making a value judgment. This is clearly the case with the wicked. In the opening lines of Ps 37, the psalmist encourages himself not to fret over the wicked and evildoers

For they will fade away like the grass
and wither like green vegetation. (v. 2)

As noted above, Isa 40 and Ps 103 adopt the PEOPLE ARE PLANTS metaphor with the perishability of plants being mapped onto people to reflect the human condition. Ps 37 maps the same source domain (PLANTS) on to PEOPLE, but more specifically, the wicked. This creates a subset of the original conceptual metaphor, resulting in the WICKED ARE GRASS. Although PEOPLE ARE GRASS refers to human transience, the conceptual metaphor the WICKED ARE GRASS is meant to say more; they will not endure.

2 Psalm 92:8

Psalm 92, however, complicates the conceptual metaphor even further. Similar to Ps 37, Ps 92 maps plants onto the target domain, i.e., the wicked and

—

evildoers. Yet as Travis Bott notes, conceptual metaphors “often involve multiple mappings on the basis of perceived similarities between the two domains.” This is true of the PEOPLE ARE PLANTS conceptual metaphor in Ps 92. Ps 92:8 reads

Even though the wicked sprout (פרח) like grass
and the workers of iniquity flourish (צוּץ),
they will be destroyed forever.

In lines 8a and b, PLANTS are mapped onto the WICKED, similar to Ps 37, but the connotation expressed in the first two lines is suggestive. The verb in line 8b, צוּץ (“flourish”) appears both in Pss 90:6 and 103:15 (in reference to humanity more generally), but unlike those two psalms, the verb הָרָךְ also appears. The latter term typically refers to something like sprouting, or budding out, with an implied meaning of “fruitfulness.” Thus in Ps 92, the wicked and workers of iniquity are indeed compared to grass, but here with an emphasis on their vigorous growth (“sprout,” “flourish”). As noted above the WICKED ARE GRASS metaphor functions as a subset of the PEOPLE ARE PLANTS metaphor. What is striking in Ps 92:8, however, is that the negative connotation expressed in Ps 37:2 appears to be reconfigured. In Ps 92, the wicked and workers of iniquity appear to be prosperous, a claim that would subvert any sense of order in the world, as it calls into the question the validity of Tun-Ergebn-Zusammenhang construct.

The apparent prosperity of the wicked suggested in v. 8a-b, however, is checked by the claim in line 8c: “they will be destroyed forever.” Admittedly

---

31 Although the vocabulary used for the wicked (מְרֵעִים) and evildoers (עַוְלָה עֹשֵי) in Ps 37 differs from the term in Ps 92 (רְשָׁעִּים and פֹעֲלֵי אָוֶן), they share a common semantic domain.
34 Cf. Ps 73:4-9.
36 Verse 8c may be an expanded colon or line, as described by Samuel E. Loewenstamm, “The Expanded Colon, Reconsidered,” UF 7 (1975): 261-264. Lines 8a and b stand in parallel relation while 8c seems to interrupt the larger flow of thought that culminates in verse 9a. Without 8c, the two verses juxtapose the apparent success of the wicked with the cosmic rule of the Yahweh. See also, Tate, Psalms 51-100, 461-462.
the rendering of the final line in this triplet (tricolon) has proved challenging, particularly due to the presence of לְהִּשָמְדָם in a null copula (i.e., verbless clause). While ל + an infinitive construct quite often signals a purpose, result or temporal (subordinate) clause, such a construction can also create a “modal sense,” especially when embedded in a verbless clause (as in v. 8c) and when the subject appears as a pronominal suffix. In this construction, the verb implies necessity or obligation (IBHS § 36.2.3f; JM §124.1). Understood this way, v. 8c signals that the flourishing of the wicked necessarily ends with their destruction. Although the prosperity (i.e., the “flourishing”) of the wicked appears to stand in contrast to earlier claims concerning Yahweh’s governance of the world (v. 3), the fate of the wicked outlined in verse 8c affirms the orderliness of the world. The flourishing of the wicked followed by their downfall ultimately bears witness to a world ordered well under Yahweh’s just governance.

3 Psalm 92:13-15

The PEOPLE AS PLANTS metaphor also appears later in the psalm in reference to the righteous. Bott’s claim referenced above that conceptual metaphors can contain “multiple mappings” based on “perceived similarities between the two domains” is also evident in vv. 13-15.37 Strictly speaking, v. 13 includes two similes:

The righteous will flourish like a palm tree;  
like the cedars of Lebanon, they will grow high.

Thus, even as the WICKED ARE GRASS is a subset of the conceptual domain PEOPLE AS PLANTS, so too is the RIGHTEOUS ARE TREES metaphor. This conceptual metaphor is by no means unique to Ps 92, with two other parallels in the Psalter (Pss 1:3; 52:10) and one outside of the Psalter (Jer 17:7-8). The simplest formulation of this conceptual metaphor appears in Ps 52:10.38

I am like a green (רַעֲנָן) olive tree  
in the house of God.

Even in this abbreviated formulation, there are multiple mappings of the source domain (tree) onto the target domain (the righteous). In this verse, both descriptive (“green,” i.e., full of life) and spatial elements (“house of God”) are mapped onto the target. These two elements also appear in the other iterations of this conceptual metaphor.

37 Travis J. Bott, “Figurative Enemies in the Psalms,” 76.
38 The order of the texts presented in this section is from least complex to most complex; diachronic concerns are not assessed here.
Likewise, the use of the conceptual metaphor RIGHTEOUS ARE TREES in Ps 1:3 and Jer 17:7-8 includes multiple mappings.39

He [the righteous] is like a tree (redits) planted by streams of water that yields its fruit in its season, and its leaf does not wither. In all that he does he prospers. (Ps 1:3)

Blessed are those who trust in Yahweh whose trust is in Yahweh. They shall be like a tree (redits) planted by the water, sending forth its roots by the stream. It shall not fear when heat comes and its leaves shall stay green (רָעֲנָן); in the year of drought, it is not anxious, and it does not cease to bear fruit. (Jer 17:7-8)

Similar to Ps 52:10, a tree (but hereredits) functions as the source domain, but the descriptive elements are considerably expanded. Beyond simply being “green” (רָעֲנָן), the tree’s fructifying capacity is reinforced, with the declaration even “in the year of drought” it bears fruit. In Ps 1:3, the psalmist declares that the tree “yields its fruit in season.” Janowski and Hartenstein note that in wisdom and wisdom influenced texts, “there are elements of a doctrine of the right time.”40 Interestingly, this doctrine of “right time” does not, however, appear in the other texts under consideration (Pss 52:10; 92:13-15; Jer 17:7-8), perhaps providing some diachronic clues for understanding Ps 1.41

Interestingly, the “house of God” in Ps 52:10, or some similar reference, is not mentioned specifically in either text. This could signal that perhaps the spatial mapping has shifted or even that the spatial elements are actually not part of the conceptual metaphor after all. That said, the reference to “streams” in both texts is suggestive, especially the use of פֶלֶג in Ps 1:3. The noun פֶלֶג also appears in Pss 46:5 and 65:10 in reference to the waters that issue forth from the temple, reflecting the larger ANE idea that the earth’s waters originated from the divine mountain.42 For similar a construal of פֶלֶג with the waters of paradise, see Isa

40 Cf. Ezek 47:12; Prov 11:28 (Bernd Janowski and Friedhelm Hartenstein, Psalmen [BKAT 15/1, Lieferung 1; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener, 2012], 39).
41 On torah in Ps 1, see Phil Botha, “Intertextuality and the Interpretation of Psalm 1,” OTE 18 (2005): 503-520.
42 This, along with its torah focus, is likely instructive in this regard (Creach, “Like a Tree Planted,” 42). Botha contends that “it would seem that the Torah is presented in Psalm 1 as streams of water springing from the presence of Yahweh, perhaps forming
30:25 and 32:2. In other words, the reference to streams in Ps 1, and likely in Jer 17, invokes a much larger range of ideas. The language of “streams” appears to function as a metonym (PART FOR WHOLE) that invokes the temple complex. The capacity for the righteous to bear fruit is contingent upon their “nearness to the life-giving God of Zion,” and that nearness is most fully experienced on the divine mountain.43

Beyond these parallels within the Hebrew Bible, interpreters often note the similarities with the Instruction of Amenemope:

As for the heated man of the temple,
He is like a tree growing in the open.
In the completion of a moment (comes) its loss of foliage,
And its end is reached in the shipyards;
(Or) it is floated far from its place,
And the flame is its burial shroud.
(But) the truly silent man holds himself apart.
He is like a tree growing in a garden.
It flourishes and doubles its yield;
It stands before its lord.
Its fruit is sweet; its shade pleasant;
And its end is reached in the garden. (4.6.1-12)44

Similar to the texts mentioned above, the righteous one (“silent man”) is compared to a tree.45 Like the other uses of the RIGHTEOUS ARE TREES metaphor, the tree’s capacity to bear fruit is mapped on to the target domain. The reference to the temple in the opening line, as well as the subsequent references to the garden, supply the text with strong cultic overtones.46 Moreover, the melding of temple imagery with garden imagery is meant to invoke paradisiacal

a parallel to the temple, but not necessarily becoming a substitute for it” (Botha, “Intertextuality and the Interpretation of Psalm 1,” 514). Creach suggests that a similar view of Psalm 1 was adopted in post-biblical literature (43-45).


45 In Egyptian wisdom literature, the notion of order differentiates the heated one from the silent one. The sage, the truly silent one, “is the one who accepts the established order and the place this order assigns to him in this world” (Pascal Vernus, Sagesses de l’Egypte pharaonique [2nd ed.; Arles: Actes Sudes, 2010], 305).

46 Nili Shupak argues that references to the “silent man” in literature associated with the New Kingdom frequently have a religious or cultic connotation (Where Can Wisdom Be Found? The Sage’s Language in the Bible and in Ancient Egyptian Literature [OBO 130; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1993], 166-167).
imagery associated with the place of the gods, a motif that appears most clearly in Ps 92.

In all four texts above, the metaphor RIGHTEOUS ARE TREES can be reduced to two qualities: one descriptive, the other spatial. Descriptively, the righteous are flourishing trees that bear fruit, and spatially, the trees are located within the temple of the gods. In Ps 92, however, the features of this conceptual metaphor are extended, or to be more precise, doubled. There are two trees mentioned and two references to their verdant qualities and fructifying capacity. These descriptive qualities frame the spatial qualities (two references to divine abode), creating something of a small chiasm.

The righteous will bud out like a palm tree
as the cedars of Lebanon, they will grow high.

They have been transplanted in the house of the LORD,
in the courts of our God, they will flourish.

In old age, they will still bear fruit;
ye will be full of sap and green.

The spatial references in this section of the psalm coupled with the descriptive qualities are clearly meant to invoke images of the paradisiacal mountain of God, the dwelling place of the divine king in the ancient Near East. This ideology reflects one of the fundamental themes associated with Jerusalem’s temple theology. The temple functions as the divine throne, and as Janowski explains “it marks the place where, according to the vertical world view, the axis mundi runs and connects height (dwelling place of God) and depth (environment of humans). This gives the whole world strength (Festigkeit) and

---

47 Whether the Egyptian source influenced the Hebrew texts or whether all of them were drawing upon a common ANE tradition is difficult to determine (Nili Shupak, “The Contribution of Egyptian Wisdom to the Study of Biblical Wisdom Literature,” in Was There a Wisdom Tradition? New Prospects in Israelite Worship [ed. Mark R. Sneed; AIL 23; Atlanta, GA: SBL Press, 2015], 294).

48 In Ps 92, two trees are mapped on to the righteous. Beat Weber suggests that “the growth and prosperity of the righteous person implanted in the temple is compared to the date palm and the cedar of Lebanon.” The focus of this comparison is on the tall growth of the palm, which is reinforced by the reference to the cedar, “considered to be the ‘tree of God’” (“Dann wird er sein wie ein Baum …’ (Psalm 1,3): Zu den Sprachbildern von Psalm 1,” OTE 23 [2010]: 418-419).

49 Cedars are mentioned in reference to the garden of God in Ezek 31:8.

50 The language of a wisdom trope (wicked vs. righteous) morphs into to the cultic and cosmic sphere. As Catherine Petraney notes, “Despite the sapiential timbre of verses 7-8 and 13-15, each section also includes characteristics that distinguish it from biblical wisdom and a purely reflective aim, particularly then taken within the context as a whole” (Pedagogy, Prayer and Praise: The Wisdom of the Psalms and Psalter [FAT 2/83; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2015], 108).
stability.”⁵¹ Thus this overt reference to the temple/paradisiacal mountain accords well with the underlying theme of order that permeates the entire psalm.⁵²

To return to Ps 92, the righteous one is compared to a tree that enjoys a long life of being fruitful. What differentiates the final result from the grass, however, is not merely an ontological difference, so to speak (i.e., grass versus a tree); it is because the Divine King, in whose courts the righteous one abides, ensures this good end.⁵³ The righteous will bear fruit well into old age (v. 15) and the wicked will be destroyed forever (v. 8c) because of the one who “gives the whole world strength (Festigkeit) and stability.” The location, and more specifically, the one who inhabits that location, is the guarantor of a stable world order.

E THE GUARANTOR OF ORDER

Throughout Psalm 92, the psalmist has confessed to an ordered world by drawing upon creation themes and pregnant conceptual metaphors, but also by structuring the psalm in such a way as to give evidence of that order. This is no less true with the use of divine names and appellations in this psalm. As noted above, the divine name, “Yahweh,” appears 7 times, with the confession in v. 9 serving as something of a fulcrum: וְאַתָּה מָרוֹם לְעֹלָם יְהוָה. In this null copula clause, מָרוֹם functions as a complement (accusative of place), “you are on high.”⁵⁴ Although the basic meaning of מָרוֹם is “height,” the term functions as a synonym for the

⁵² Similar imagery of the fructifying effect of the paradisiacal temple is present in Ezek 47:1-12; Joel 3:18 and Zech13:1.
⁵³ Göran Eidevall, drawing from the work of Beate Pongratz-Leisten (Ina šulmi īrub: Die kulthropographische und ideologische Programmatik der akītu-Prozession in Babylonien und Assyrien im 1. Jahrtausend v. Chr. [BaghF 16; Mainz: Philipp von Zabern, 1994]), notes that within the worldview of the ancient Mesopotamian civilizations, the wilderness is something wholly negative, while the city, “established by the gods is regarded as the centre of the world. Within its walls, peace prevails. Order, me, emanates from the city” (“Metaphorical Landscapes in the Psalms,” 20). This same assessment of the wild versus the city appears to be at work in Jer 17. Those who trust in humans are “like a shrub in the desert” who lives in the “parched places of the wilderness,” whereas those who trust in Yahweh are planted by streams and water (Jer 17:8). Later in the chapter, the association of the water with Yahweh and the temple is made explicit (Jer 17:12-13), with Yahweh being described as “the fountain of living water” (v. 13b). To a lesser degree, but no less true, Ps 92 also reflects this contrast between the wilderness and the city. That which is planted in the wilderness (i.e., grass, v. 8) is negative while that which is planted within the temple flourishes due to the nearness of God.
⁵⁴ Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 435. The LXX reads it as an epithet, υψητός (“highest one”). Tate reads רָצוֹן as an epithet as well, “One-who-is-on-High” (Psalms 51-100, 460-461).
heavens where God is enthroned and from whence God rules over his creation (Pss 93:2-4; 102:20; 144:7; Isa 32:15; 33:5-6; 57:15-21). Yet as Tate suggests, “the conceptual field of מָרוֹם is undoubtedly inclusive of the idea of the cosmic mountain which is the dwelling place of deity.” Thus the confession that Yahweh is “on high” invokes the very notion of an axis mundi, a place where the heavenly abode and the cosmic mountain intersect. But this spatial reference also carries with it theological import, as suggested above. To declare that Yahweh is מָרוֹם is to make an affirmation about who, in fact, governs the world. One cannot be מָרוֹם and not govern the world, and one cannot govern the world without being מָרוֹם. To declare that Yahweh reigns on high is to confess Yahweh’s orderly and just governance of the world.

As a complement to this central confession, the psalm opens and closes with additional titles that contribute to the larger theme. In v. 2, the psalmist employs the appellation עֶלְיוֹן in reference to Yahweh. This title frequently refers to Yahweh’s cosmic rule: עֶלְיוֹן is the מֶלֶךְ גָדוֹל עַל־כָּל־הָאָרֶץ. And though עֶלְיוֹן rules in the heavens, he is also associated with Mount Zion, the cosmic mountain:

There is a river who streams make glad the city of God, the holy place of עֶלְיוֹן. (Ps 46:5)

This confession continues in the final verse of the psalm with another conceptual metaphor: YAHWEH IS A ROCK. To refer to Yahweh as a “rock” (צוּר), however, means far more than simply mapping generic elements of the source domain (“rock”) on to the target domain (i.e., Yahweh), although certainly there are residual elements that likely carry over (e.g., shelter, protection). The particular mapping of this metaphor in the Hebrew Bible derives from “the adoption of the broadly attested idea of YHWH as resident on Zion, the mythical ‘primeval rock’.” Thus, the shelter and protection provided by Yahweh is associated with the cosmic mountain. This connection between the metaphor and Zion is clearly evident in Ps 61:

---

56 Tate, Psalms 51-100, 467.
59 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 2, 441 n. 24.
Lead me to the rock
that is higher than I am;
For you are my refuge,
a strong tower against the enemy.
Let me abide in your tent forever,
let me find refuge under the shelter of your wings. (vv. 3b-5)

The use of “rock” in conjunction with “your tent” and “shelter of your wings” confirms the association of rock with Zion. According to the psalmist, protection from the chaos of the world is secured by the unshakeable ruler who stands over all, yet remains fully present with his people on Zion (Pss 18:2-3; 62:7-8).60

In summary, at the beginning, middle and end of the psalm, titles and appellations for Yahweh appear. Their use, however, is not gratuitous or simply stylistic. Rather the psalmist employs all three in an effort to acknowledge the one who is the guarantor of an ordered world, a world that operates according to the deity’s design and is governed by the same.

F CONCLUSION

Psalm 92 functions as a theological response to the exile by declaring that a seemingly disordered world remains ordered and governed by God “on high.” The carefully structured format of the psalm complements the repeated references to creation. The appearance of 7 couplets/triplets on either side of the monocolon (v. 9) along with the heptad of the divine name is suggestive of creation/Sabbath themes. As noted above, the psalmist employs more overt creation language in an effort to make explicit what the psalm’s structure can only communicate implicitly: the world remains ordered at the hands of its Creator.

The psalmist also considers the fate of the wicked and the righteous as evidence that a certain order remains in place: for the wicked, destruction, and for the righteous, full life. This fundamental order is grounded in the claims associated with temple theology, and in particular, the cosmic mountain. And the three titles employed for Yahweh in the psalm confirm that the one who inhabits

60 On the connection between the metaphor of a “rock” and the presence of Yahweh, see Christiane de Vos, “Es gibt mehr Felsen in Israel,” in Metaphors in the Psalms (ed. Pierre van Hecke and Antjie Labahn; BETL 231; Leuven: Peeters, 2010), 1-11. Brown suggests that the “rock” metaphor has as its target domain “the protective God,” highlighting “the unassailable security God offers the speaker” (Seeing the Psalms, 19). See also Othmar Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World: Ancient Near Eastern Iconography and the Book of Psalms (trans. Timothy J. Hallett; Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1997), 179-183.
the cosmic mountain is indeed the one who rules on high; the one who rules on high, Yahweh, is the guarantor of an ordered world.
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